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SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD

SFML-720A/920A/1100A Semi-auto Laminator

1. Quotation:
SFML-720A/920A/1100A USD.-/unit

2. Terms of Payment:

30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order
70% balance by T/T before shipping.

3. Performance：
Application to suit two kinds of film, pre-glued film and glueless film.
1) SCHNEIDER frequency converter equipped for infinite speed variation

ensures speed adjustment much more convenient and efficient, and
makes the machine run stably and quietly.

2) Enlarged size of chromed heating roller is mounted with built-in oil heating
system which provides balanced laminating temperature and owns
excellent temperature persistence.

3) SCHNEIDER PLC system realizes automatic paper separation,
breakdown alert for self-protection etc. functions.

4) Pneumatic film unwinding system positions film roll more accurately, and
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makes the loading and unloading of film roll and film unwinding tension
much more convenient.

5) Double sets of serrated perforating wheels provide different choices for
different specifications of sheets and film.

6) Perfected traction adjusting system makes traction adjustment more
convenient and efficient.

7) Corrugating delivery system and vibrating receiving system ensure paper
collection more regular and convenient.

4. Specification
Model SFML-720A SFML-920A SFML-1100A

Max Paper Width 720mm 920mm 1100mm
Laminating
Speed

0-30m/min 0-30m/min 0-30m/min

Temperature ≤130℃ ≤130℃ ≤130℃
Gross Power 17kw 19kw 21kw

Overall
Dimensions

4000x1500x1600
mm

4000x1700x1600
mm

4000x1900x1600
mm

Weight 1600kgs 1800kgs 2000kgs

5. Installation and Training
The price includes the fee of installation, Training and interpreter, However,

the relative cost such as international return air tickets between China and

Buyer’s country, local transportation, accommodation (3 star hotel), and
the pocket money USD80/day per person for engineers and interpreter will

be born by buyer. Or, the customer can find capable interpreter in local.

6. Validity of Quotation: until 30th Dec. 2013

7. Warranty: 12 months after B/L date
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